2016-2017 Homeschool
Practice Methods, Resources & Activities

Methods
For ages
4—6

A Piano Course to Bring Out the Music in Every Young Child
The Music for Little Mozarts was written specifically for the preschool age group (four-, fiveand six-year-olds), providing a nice balance between the child’s first experience in piano
study and the simple enjoyment of music making. The course centers on the adventures of
Beethoven Bear and Mozart Mouse™ and their friends as they learn all about music. Each of
the four levels guides the child through a comprehensive musical learning experience, using
the piano, over approximately a two-year period.
Music Lesson Books

Features:

Book 1 (00-14577).........................................$8.99
Book 2 (00-14581).........................................$8.99
Book 3 (00-17180).........................................$8.99
Book 4 (00-17186).........................................$8.99

• Contains songs that allow the students
to experience music through singing,
movement and rhythm activities.

Notespeller & Sight-Play Books
Written Activities and Playing Examples to
Reinforce Note-Reading

• Music appreciation is fostered
by introducing carefully chosen
composers and their music.

Book 1 (00-45268).........................................$7.99
Book 2 (00-45125).........................................$8.99
Book 3 (00-45126).........................................$8.99
Book 4 (00-45127).........................................$8.99

• Students are introduced to elementary
music theory as well as hand positions
and posture.

Little M
10 Favo
School

Titles: Am
Do, Lord
Joy, Joy •
Blessings

Sacred Bo
Sacred Bo

• Deluxe Starter Kit includes full-size
electric keyboard, books, CDs, sheet
music stand, flash cards, plush toys,
magnetic activity board, and a
carrying case.
Deluxe Starter Kit

(00-41449)..................................... $199.99

For a complete listing of Music for Litt

including supplements, visit musicfor
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All prices are in US$ and subject to change without notice.

Mozarts Go to Church
orite Hymns, Spirituals, and Sunday
Songs

mazing Grace • Deep and Wide •
• For the Beauty of the Earth • I’ve Got the Joy,
• Jesus Loves Me • Praise God from Whom All
s Flow • and more!

ooks 1 & 2 (00-31820)..................$7.99
ooks 3 & 4 (00-31821)..................$6.95

Methods

Step-by-step instructions
are provided on every page.
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Bar Lines

 Place Beethoven Bear on

BAR liNEs divide the music into equal MEAsuREs.

2 black keys.

Bar
liNe

 Clap (or tap) Left Hand Walking
23

After reading about bar lines in the

 Point to the quarter notes

Magical Music Book, Beethoven Bear
climbed on the keyboard and started
“walking in place” on 2 black keys. He
thought about how bar lines would help
him keep his place in the music, and began
to hum a tune to himself . . . .
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Parents can join with duet
accompaniment provided.

tle Mozarts products,

rlittlemozarts.com.
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Methods
Alfred’s

This series is designed for homeschool families looking to include
music in their at-home curriculum. Based on Alfred’s Kid’s Course,
the step-by-step method provides materials that allow students to
play pieces on the guitar, ukulele, or piano immediately. An easy
and user-friendly “Parent Guide” precedes each student page to aid
with teaching the music to the child. With an accompanying CD that
demonstrates how the music sounds, each lesson is explained in plain
language that is easy to understand. Any parent can teach their child
the basics effectively!

Features:
• Parent-friendly instructional guides to aid teaching.
• Practice suggestions are outlined throughout the
book to help keep your child on track.
• Subsequent lesson follow-up reinforces techniques
and methods just learned.
• Practice and play along with the correlating CD.
Guitar
Beginner’s
it

Guitar

Beginner’s Kit (00-43963)...........................$39.99
Book 1 & CD (00-40895).............................$20.99
Book 2 & CD (00-42885).............................$20.99

Ukulele
For ages
5 & up!
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All prices are in US$ and subject to change without notice.

Book 1 & CD (00-43994).............................$20.99
Book 2 & CD (00-43997).............................$20.99

Piano
Beginner’s
it

Piano

Beginner’s Kit (00-42342)...........................$40.99
Book 1 & CD (00-40769).............................$15.99
Book 2 & CD (00-41049).............................$14.99

Parents guides provide simple, clear teaching instruction before
each exercise. Each guide introduces the lesson with easy-to-follow
practice directions and instructions for subsequent lessons.

Methods

D-Sharp
Introducing the Page
This page introduces D-sharp. Ask the student to find D’s on the keyboard and
then move up a half step to D-sharp (the closest black key to the right).
Favorite Composers is written in Middle C Position, and uses D-sharp in the RH.
Find this D-sharp on the keyboard.
Help your child discover that measures 1–2 and 5–6 are the same. Measures 3
and 7 also are the same, but the notes in measures 4 and 8 are different.
For Favorite Composers, follow these steps:
1. Clap the rhythm and count aloud.
2. Tap the rhythm on the knees using the RH for notes played by
the RH and using the LH for notes played by the LH.
3. “Play” the piece on the closed keyboard cover and say the
finger numbers aloud.
4. Play the piece on the keyboard and count aloud.
5. Play the piece and name the notes.
6. Play and sing the words.

Practice Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clap (or tap) and count aloud evenly.
Point to the notes and count aloud evenly.
Say the finger numbers aloud while playing them in the air.
Play and say the finger numbers.
Play and say the note names.
Play and sing the words.

Subsequent Lessons
1. Find a D at various locations on the keyboard. Move up (to the right)
a half step to find D-sharp in each location.
2. Review Favorite Composers as needed.
3. Play Favorite Composers with the CD.
Notes:

Practice Directions

D-Sharp

1. Clap (or tap) and count aloud evenly.
2. Point to the notes and count aloud evenly.
3. Say the finger numbers aloud while playing
them in the air.
4. Play and say the finger numbers.
5. Play and say the note names.
6. Play and sing the words.
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Observe and track
your child’s progress
and success.
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Methods
For ages
5 & up!

Guitar
Beginner’s
it

The Easiest Guitar, Ukulele, and Piano Methods Ever!
We’ve made it easier to teach kids how to play the guitar, ukulele,
and piano by making learning to play fun. These best-selling, awardwinning methods will introduce young students to these instruments
in an easy-to-understand way. Every page is full of colorful pictures
and irresistible cartoon characters who help guide kids through the
book, keeping them focused on learning notes, chords, and songs. Now
available with online access to accompanying audio, video, and software
that allows students to watch the music onscreen as it plays, these
courses are a great way to incorporate music education into the home.

Guitar

Beginner’s Kit (00-42467)................................................................................................. $39.99
Complete Book, DVD & Online Audio, Video & Software (00-45031)................... $29.99
Complete Book & Online Audio (00-45030)................................................................ $24.99
Book 1, DVD & Online Audio, Video & Software (00-45241)................................... $19.99
Book 1 & Online Audio (00-45240)................................................................................ $15.99
Book 2, DVD & Online Audio, Video & Software (00-44741)................................... $19.99
Book 2 & Online Audio (00-44740)................................................................................ $15.99

Ukulele

Features:
• Fun songs that put lessons into context.
• Parents can be involved as effective guides to help
through the course, regardless of musical training.
• A music-matching game and diploma upon completion.
• Accompanying audio tracks lets kids hear how the music should
sound, and includes customizable play-along tracks.
• Corresponding video features a friendly instructor
demonstrating all the examples and songs from the book.

6

All prices are in US$ and subject to change without notice.

Complete Book, CD & DVD (00-40522)......................................................................... $34.99
Complete Book & CD (00-40521)................................................................................... $25.99
Book 1, DVD & Online Audio & Video (00-45034)...................................................... $20.99
Book 1 & Online Audio (00-45033)................................................................................ $15.99
Book 2, DVD & Online Audio & Video (00-45314)...................................................... $19.99
Book 2 & Online Audio (00-45313)................................................................................ $15.99

Methods
Mother-Tested,

Parents: No musical training required!

id-Approved!

Watch the review.
C

G

G7

Note and chord
fingerings are shown in
clear, colorful photos.

Drums

Drum Course Starter Pack
(Frame Drum, Maracas, Woodblock, Mallets, Book, and CD) (00-42868)............... $54.99
Complete Book & 2 CDs (00-27919).............................................................................. $25.99
Book 1 & CD (00-23182)................................................................................................... $18.99
Book 2 & CD (00-26261)................................................................................................... $15.99

Piano

Fun and friendly
characters provide
guidance throughout
the course.

Remember:
This song has three
different chords in it.
At first, take your time
and play slowly so
that all the notes
sound clearly. Don’t
forget to be silent for
a beat on each quarter
rest as you change to
a new chord.

Rain Comes Down
C
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Complete Book, DVD & Online Audio & Video (00-45195)...................................... $35.99
Complete Book & Online Audio (00-45196)................................................................ $25.99
Book 1, DVD & Online Audio & Video (00-45271)...................................................... $19.99
Book 1 & Online Audio (00-45270)................................................................................ $15.99
Book 2, CD & DVD (00-41076)......................................................................................... $19.95
Book 2 & CD (00-33408)................................................................................................... $15.99
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Methods

Watch these lesson videos featuring
Alfred’s

Songbooks
Fun Arrangements That Make Learning Even Easier!

Have even more fun learning to play the guitar and ukulele with your all-time favorite
movie, TV, Sacred, and Christmas songs! The CD includes every song for listening and
playing along.
Movie & TV Songbook Titles: Beauty and the Beast • Fawkes the Phoenix (Harry Potter and
the Chamber of Secrets) • May the Force Be with You (Star Wars®) • Over the Rainbow (The
Wizard of Oz) • and more!
Sacred Songbook Titles: Amazing Grace • God Is So Good • He’s Got the Whole World in
His Hands • If You’re Happy and You Know It • I’ve Got Peace Like a River • I’ve Got the Joy,
Joy, Joy • Jesus Loves Me • and more!
Christmas Songbook Titles: Deck the Halls • Go Tell It on the Mountain • Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing • Jingle Bells • Joy to the World • Joy to the World • O Come, All Ye Faithful •
and more!

Guitar

Movie & TV Songbook & CD (00-33888).... $15.99
Sacred Songbook & CD (00-43055)............. $15.99
Christmas Songbook & CD (00-42696)....... $15.99

Ukulele

Sacred Songbook & CD (00-43052)............. $15.99
Christmas Songbook & CD (00-42695)....... $15.99
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For a complete listing

of Alfred’s

id’s Course

products, including
supplements, visit

alfred.com/kidscourse.

All prices are in US$ and subject to change without notice.

id’s Courses

Methods
For ages
6–13

Premier Piano Course offers today’s students a fully integrated and
comprehensive approach to piano instruction, featuring a perfect blend
of music, lyrics, pedagogy, art, and fun! Notation and keyboard skills
are taught early on, with special emphasis on rhythm reading, technical
development, creative thinking, and musicality. The unique At-Home
Book contributes greatly to a student’s success. All parents—with or
without musical knowledge—will be able to participate. Each At-Home
book includes assignment pages, parent pages, and an engaging story
for students and parents.

here
Click
tch
to wa
on!
s
s
le
a

Features:
• Supplement the At-Home Course with Sight Reading and
Notespeller books to develop sight reading skills & reinforce
musicality in a simple, fun way.
• At-Home Course includes easy-to-use assignment pages for
everyday practice.
• Clear, concise instructions outline practice suggestions to
assist parents in helping students.
• Premier Online Assistant features videos by co-author
Gayle Kowalchyk explaining concepts from the course.

At-Home Course

Sight Reading

Notespeller

Lesson Books

Book 1A (00-22180)........................................ $6.95
Book 1B (00-22364)........................................ $6.95
Book 2A (00-22365)........................................ $6.95
Book 2B (00-25726)........................................ $6.95

Book 1A (00-42680)........................................ $7.99
Book 1B (00-42681)........................................ $7.99
Book 2A (00-42682)........................................ $7.99
Book 2B (00-42683)........................................ $6.99

Book 1A (00-41040)........................................ $7.99
Book 1B (00-41041)........................................ $7.99
Book 2A (00-42439)........................................ $6.99
Book 2B (00-42440)........................................ $6.99

Book 1A & CD (00-20652)............................. $8.99
Book 1B & CD (00-22352)............................. $8.99
Book 2A & CD (00-22173)............................. $8.99
Book 1B & CD (00-25719)............................. $8.99
Book 3 & CD (00-30222)............................... $8.99
Book 4 & CD (00-30202)............................... $8.99
Book 5 & CD (00-32022)............................... $8.99
Book 6 & CD (00-34643)............................... $8.99

For a complete listing of Premier Piano Course products,
including supplements, visit premierpianocourse.com.
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Methods

Alfred’s Basic Piano Library offers enjoyable piano instruction for
students of all ages in an easy, step-by-step manner. These piano
courses emphasize correct habits, a solid foundation in theory, and
note reading through interval recognition. For reinforcement of each
concept as it is introduced, supplementary materials are carefully
coordinated, page for page, at each level of instruction.

Performance books
for late beginners!

For beginners!

Features:
• Parents can supplement other piano practice methods
with notespeller and sight reading books.
• Popular Hits and Praise Hits performance books offer
attractive versions of well-known songs and melodies to
reinforce learned skills.
Notespeller

Complete Book 1 (1A/1B) (00-6160).........$7.99
Complete Book 2 & 3 (00-14556)........... $10.99
Book 1A (00-6186).........................................$7.99
Book 1B (00-6187).........................................$7.99
Book 2 (00-3514)............................................$8.99
Book 3 (00-14557).........................................$7.99
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Sight Reading

Complete Book 1 (1A/1B) (00-5744).........$8.99
Complete Book 2 & 3 (00-5761).................$7.99
Book 1A (00-5750).........................................$6.95
Book 1B (00-5751).........................................$6.99
Book 2 (00-5762)............................................$6.99
Book 3 (00-5763)............................................$6.99
Book 4 (00-5764)............................................$6.99

All prices are in US$ and subject to change without notice.

Popular Hits
Piano Solo Arrangements of
Popular Songs

Praise Hits
Piano Solo Arrangements of
Worship Favorites

Titles: Everything Is Awesome (Awesome
Remixx!!!) (from The LEGO Movie) • Let It Go
(from Walt Disney’s Frozen) • Minecraft
(from Minecraft) • Wreck It, Wreck-It Ralph
(from Walt Disney’s Wreck-It Ralph) •
and more.

Titles: Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) •
As the Deer • Beautiful One • Blessed Be the
Lord God Almighty • Blessed Be the Name of
the Lord • Come, Now Is the Time to Worship •
Here I Am to Worship (Light of the World) •
How Great Is Our God • and more.

Complete Level 1 (1A/1B) (00-45301)......$9.50
Complete Levels 2 & 3 (00-45302)............$9.99
Level 1A (00-44699)......................................$7.99
Level 1B (00-44700)......................................$7.99
Level 2 (00-44701).........................................$7.99
Level 3 (00-44702).........................................$7.99

Complete Level 1 (1A/1B) (00-44077)......$9.50
Complete Levels 2 & 3 (00-44078)............$8.50
Level 1A (00-40070)......................................$8.50
Level 1B (00-40071)......................................$8.50
Level 2 (00-40072).........................................$8.99
Level 3 (00-40073).........................................$8.99

For a complete listing of Alfred’s Basic Piano Library
products, visit alfredsbasicpiano.com.

Interactive Resources
JP’s Sousaphone
An Interactive Storybook About John Philip Sousa

Recorder Express Interactive
Soprano Recorder Method for Classroom or
Individual Use

New!

By Andy Beck, Vanessa Christian, and
Maritza Mascarenhas Sadowksy
New band member JP is struggling to march with his hefty
concert tuba, so a helpful director sends him in search of a
solution—the amazing sousaphone! Along the way, JP learns
about America’s most famous bandmaster, John Philip Sousa.
This fact-filled story is told with engaging illustrations and
age-appropriate vocabulary, which can be read from each
screen and heard each time you turn a page. Embedded
audio plays background music, Sousa marches, entertaining
sound effects, and a professionally-voiced narration. Watch
the story come to life (and extend the learning) by clicking
highlighted elements on each interactive page. Utilizes flash
technology that works on individual desktop computers.
Recommended for all ages.

By Artie Almeida

Click here to
view the trailer!

Integrate technology into your recorder curriculum
with these interactive lessons based on master
teacher and professional recorder player Artie
Almeida’s Recorder Express. Designed to be used
alone or with the best-selling method, each of the
11 lessons introduces a single note, teaches its
fingering, and then incorporates the note into a
song. Play along with recorded accompaniments
and then extend learning with a skill-building
activity. Climb aboard the Recorder Express! Utilizes
flash technology that works on individual desktop
computers. Recommended for grades two and up.
Interactive Software (00-44714)������������������������������$29.99

Click here to
view the trailer!

Interactive Software (00-45319)�����������������������������������������������$29.99

The Tale of Guido d’Arezzo
An Interactive Storybook About the Inventor of
Music Notation

Everyday Improvisation
Interactive Lessons for the Music Classroom

By Maritza Mascarenhas Sadowsky

What a wonderful way to address the National
Standards! These well-constructed interactive
lessons provide a smooth and easy way to teach
improvisation and composition to elementary
students (grades one through four). Each plan
starts with a song, chant, or poem; provides
prompts for active listening; invites students
to improvise as a group and individually; and
concludes with a rubric-measured assessment.
Kids will have so much fun singing and moving
to the songs, playing classroom instruments, and
manipulating the cartoon-style graphics on your
desktop computer.

Long before the lines and spaces, the flags and beams, music
had to be memorized because there was no way to write
it down. That is, until clever Guido came along! Learn how
this Medieval monk laid the groundwork for the system of
music notation that we use today. This true story is told with
beautiful illustrations and age-appropriate vocabulary, which
can be read from the screen or heard by clicking the listen
icon. Embedded audio plays period music, whimsical sound
effects, and a professionally-voiced narration. As you scroll
through each interactive page, be sure to click highlighted
elements to watch the story come to life. Utilizes flash
technology that works on individual desktop computers.
Recommended for all ages.

By Joan Eckroth-Riley

Click here to
view the trailer!

Book & Interactive Software (00-42786)����������������$34.99

Click here to
view the trailer!

Interactive Software (00-44712)�����������������������������������������������$29.99
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Music Theory & Appreciation
Music Theory for Young Children, Book 1
(2nd Edition)
By Ying Ying Ng
This series of books uses a fun and novel way to teach
children the fundamentals of music theory. Games and
stickers are used to introduce all of the essentials such
as staves, clefs, note identification, time signatures, key
signatures, note values, and rest values. This childcentered series uses clear and simple instructions,
appealing illustrations, and a variety of self-motivating
exercises, such as tracing, coloring, and pasting.
Includes: Letter Names • Treble and Bass Clef • Time
Names and Time Values • Line Notes and Space Notes •
Treble Clef Notes • Bass Clef Notes • Assessment.

Specifically suited for children

4 to 5 years old, these
A colorful, imaginative, and highly absorbing ages
introduction
totwo
books present music theory using
music theory for the younger student. Packedcolorful
with
exciting
illustrations
and stickers
the exercises. Children will
exercises and entertaining characters, thisfor
is
the
ideal
derive much pleasure in learning
music from these books.
introduction to theory for a young instrumentalist.
MUSIC THEORY MADE EASY
FOR KIDS
LEVEL 1
MPT-3005-01US (48pp.)

MUSIC THEORY MADE EASY
FOR KIDS
LEVEL 2
MPT-3005-02US (48pp.)

These books cover the basic
rudiments to begin reading,
writing and playing music.
Each book contain lots of
exercises and games which are
interesting to the young
beginner ages 6 and up.

Book 1 (2nd Edition) (99-9671250408).....$7.95
Book 2 (2nd Edition) (99-9834163517).....$7.95

Also available in Spanish!

MY FIRST MUSIC THEORY BOOK
MPM-3002-01US (40pp.)

MY SECOND MUSIC THEORY BOOK
MPM-3002-02US (40pp.)

MY THIRD MUSIC THEORY BOOK
MPM-3002-03US (40pp.)

Book 1 (2nd Edition)
(Spanish) (99-9671250471)......................... $8.95
Book 2 (2nd Edition)
(Spanish) (99-9671250488)......................... $8.95

ISBN 10: 967 98560 3 8
ISBN 13: 978 967 98560 3 3

ISBN 10: 967 98560 4 6
ISBN 13: 978 967 98560 4 0

ISBN 10: 967 98560 5 4
ISBN 13: 978 967 98560 5 7

ISBN 10: 967 98560 6 2
ISBN 13: 978 967 98560 6 4

ISBN 10: 967 98560 7 0
ISBN 13: 978 967 98560 7 1

MPT-3005-01US

MPT-3005-02US

MPM-3002-01US

MPM-3002-02US

MPM-3002-03US

Music Theory Made Easy for Kids
By Lina Ng

My First Music Theory Book

My Third Music Theory Book

This first introduction to music theory is perfect
for children ages 4–7. Music Theory Made Easy
for Kids is filled with colorful illustrations and
fun musical sticker sheets in each book.

By Lina Ng

By Lina Ng

Book (98-MP300201US).................. $5.99

Book (98-MP300203US).................. $5.99

Level 1 (98-MP300501US)............$5.99
Level 2 (98-MP300502US)............$5.99

My Second Music Theory Book
By Lina Ng
Book (98-MP300202US).................. $5.99
alfred.com/piano

Save time & money with reproducible pages!

Music Theory & Appreciation

Hear It, Read It, Write It!
30 Sequential Music Dictation Lessons

Ready to Read Music
Sequential Lessons in Music Reading Readiness

By Dave and Jean Perry

By Jay Althouse

This well-organized book provides step-by-step sequential
lessons for developing listening, reading, and writing skills.
Rhythm, note, and interval concepts are taught in the following
way: first, hear and echo a short musical example; second,
read and perform a notated exercise; and third, notate musical
phrases as demonstrated on the CD. Worksheet-style student
pages are included as reproducible PDFs. Ten-minute activities
are provided for teaching or assessment, and are recommended
for grades four through nine.

Packed with four sequential units of eight lessons each, all
designed to prepare your students to read music. Most of the
lessons are followed by a page of exercises, ideal for student
assessment. As a bonus, there are page after page of large,
reproducible music symbols, which are great for bulletin boards
and flash card learning. The comb binding creates a lay-flat book
that is perfect for study and performance.
Comb Bound Book & Data CD (00-40031)................. $29.99
Comb Bound Reproducible Book (00-21835)........... $26.99

Book & CD (00-44557)................................................... $29.99

This Is Music!
By Dena C. Adams and Claire D. Clark
From parents with little or no music background
to seasoned professionals who just don’t have
time to gather lesson plans, This Is Music! series
is exactly what you need! Incredibly easy to use
with eight lessons in each book. No singing ability
required—all music is on the CDs!

Grades

Pre- –3

Volume 1: Fiddle Over the Moon

Reproducible Book & CD (00-23805).......$24.95

Volume 2: Baa Baa Beat

Reproducible Book & CD (00-23823).......$24.95

Volume 3: Fine Musician Friends

Reproducible Book & CD (00-25587).......$24.95

Volume 4: I Saw a Ship A-Drumming

Reproducible Book & CD (00-25593).......$24.95

Volume 5: The Gift of Music

Reproducible Book & CD (00-25590).......$24.95

Volume 6: Dizzy Dogs and Curious Cats
Reproducible Book & CD (00-42775).......$26.99
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Music Theory & Appreciation

Accent on Composers
The Music and Lives of 22 Great Composers,
with Listening CD, Review/Tests, and
Supplemental Materials
By Jay Althouse, Sally K. Albrecht, and Judy O’Reilly
Each volume includes a biography, portrait, listing of musical
genres, interesting factoids, and timeline for 22 great
composers. Listen to an example of each composer’s music
while following the helpful listening guide. Also included
are reviews/tests for each, plus more than two-dozen pages
of supplementary material. Complete PDFs are included
on the Enhanced CDs.
Volume 1 Composers: Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Copland,
Debussy, Dvořák, Elgar, Handel, Haydn, Hensel, Hildegard,
Ives, Joplin, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert, Sousa,
Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky, Verdi, Vivaldi, and Wagner.
Volume 2 Composers: Berlioz, Bernstein, Britten, Chopin,
Dufay, Ellington, Gershwin, Grieg, Mahler, Mussorgsky,
Offenbach, Pachelbel, Palestrina, Prokofiev, Puccini, Purcell,
Rachmaninoff, Rimsky-Korsakov, Rossini, Saint-Saëns,
Schoenberg, and Strauss.
Volume 1 Comb Bound Book & Enhanced CD
(00-20048)..................................................................................... $39.99
Volume 2 Comb Bound Book & Enhanced CD
(00-41908)..................................................................................... $39.99
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Playing with the Classics
Music Masterworks for Children

Meet the Great Composers

By Peggy D. Bennett

Each unit on a famous composer takes approximately 20
minutes to complete and can be used in group teaching,
home school, or as an assignment for individual upper
elementary or middle school students.

For experienced music teachers and novices alike, these
simple, charming, and playful lessons give children a chance
to sing, move, and act while they listen to the music of
great composers.
Volume 1 contains a CD with 30 tracks, including selections
from Gershwin’s An American in Paris, Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 5, Bizet’s Carmen, Tchaikovsky’s The
Nutcracker Suite, Haydn’s “Surprise” Symphony, and
many more.
Volume 2 includes a listening list which recommends
15 tracks, all of which can be downloaded from iTunes,
Amazon, or GoogleMusic as needed. The musical selections
include Strauss’s “Also Sprach Zarathustra,” Mozart’s Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik, Stravinsky’s The Firebird, Gershwin’s
“Summertime” from Porgy and Bess, Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 9, Vivaldi’s “Winter” from The Four Seasons, and
many more.
Volume 1 Book & CD (00-37605)............................................. $26.99
Volume 2 Book (00-39205)........................................................ $19.99

By Maurice Hinson and June C. Montgomery

Book 1 & CD (00-11757)............................................................ $20.99
Book 1 (00-11756)....................................................................... $10.99
CD 1 (00-11758)........................................................................... $10.95
Book 2 & CD (00-16888)............................................................ $20.99
Book 2 (00-16887)..........................................................................$8.95
CD 2 (00-16889)........................................................................... $10.95

Music Theory & Appreciation
Unit 1

Lesson 4: The Grand Staff and
Ledger Lines (The Middle Notes)

&

the GrAnd stAFF
When the bass and treble
staffs are connected by
a brace and a line, they
combine to form
the GRAnD StAFF.
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ledGer lines (the Middle notes)
LEDGER LinES are short lines which are added to extend the
range of the staff when the notes are too low or too high to be
written on the staff.

?

ledger line

ledger line
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Meet the Great Jazz Legends
Short Sessions on the Lives, Times & Music of the
Great Jazz Legends

Mini Music Guides: Music Theory Essentials
Everything You Need to Know in an
Easy-to-Follow Format!

One-Page Composer Bios
50 Reproducible Biographies of Famous Composers

By Ronald C. McCurdy

By Andrew Surmani, Karen Farnum Surmani, and
Morton Manus

One-Page Composer Bios contains brief, informative,
and interesting one-page biographies of 50 of history’s
greatest composers. Use these easy-to-read bios as a
complete course in composers or music history—studying
as many or as few composers as you wish—or use them as
supplemental material to your existing curriculum. Also
included, as a bonus, are one-page histories of each of the
six eras of music from the Medieval-era through the 20th
century. Recommended for grades five and up. The comb
binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for study
and performance.

Dr. McCurdy’s illuminating stories about the lives, times,
and music of these 17 legendary jazz musicians span the
entire 20th century, from early New Orleans Jazz through
the Golden Age of Swing plus the avant-garde and jazz
fusion eras. Includes units on Louis Armstrong, James P.
Johnson, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Ella
Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie,
Thelonius Monk, Miles Davis, Dave Brubeck, Clifford Brown,
John Coltrane, Bill Evans, Charles Mingus, and Herbie
Hancock. Now students can listen to examples of each
legend’s recordings to fully understand the beauty of jazz
music! This Deluxe Kit is your best budget saving option,
with a book, reproducible activity sheets, and CD.
Book, CD & Reproducible Activity Sheets (00-32180)........ $39.99

Over 220 pages of easy-to-understand theory lessons!
Alfred’s Mini Music Guides provide essential information
in a convenient size. This compact guide is a simple and
practical approach to theory that includes lesson reviews
with answer keys covering intervals, scales, modes, chords,
diatonic harmony, and transposition. Breaking down the
essentials of music notation, this book shows how to
compose and harmonize a melody in major and minor keys
along with comprehensive sections on arpeggios, passing
and neighboring tones, the blues, and much more! Designed
for students of any age who want a better understanding of
the language of music, Music Theory Essentials is the most
useful compact theory method available.

By Jay Althouse

Comb Bound Book & Data CD (00-40033)............................. $24.99
Comb Bound Book (00-31263).................................................. $19.99

Book (00-41042)..............................................................................$9.99
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Singing

Wee Sing & Learn ABC

Wee Sing More Bible Songs

Picture a frog playing a flute, a monkey playing the maracas, or a seal playing the
saxophone. See the letters of the alphabet in both upper and lower case. Listen to
the accompanying CD and hear the real animal sound as well as the sound of the
real instrument. A short song sung by a child presents the letter, the animal, and the
instrument. This book presents an amazing amount of information in a very simple and
colorful format that tiny tots will love. What an enchanting way to learn the alphabet!

An energetic children’s choir sings traditional songs of praise, worship, and Bible
teachings. Throughout the book are well-known Bible verses recited between songs.
Enjoy traditional favorites, rounds, action songs, rousing choruses, and songs that relate
to specific Bible verses. Kids will love singing along.

Book & CD (74-0843116617)......................... $10.99

Wee Sing Animals, Animals, Animals

Wee Sing America
From patriotic songs that stir the soul to cowboy songs of early settlers, this is a terrific
collection of songs about America. Children can learn as they hear “The Star Spangled
Banner,” the names of all the states, and the Pledge of Allegiance. Included are great
quotes from great Americans, a list of U.S. Presidents, plus many interesting facts about
the United States of America. There are songs inspired from the building of the country—
pioneer, cowboy, work, railroad, and sea and river chanteys. All are shared by a wonderful
children’s choir enhanced by adult voices on selected songs.
Book & CD (74-0843112795)......................... $10.99

Wee Sing Bible Songs
Songs of praise, prayer, Scripture, Bible stories, and Bible heroes are shared by a
charming children’s choir. Hear marches, clap alongs, action songs, call and response, and
quiet, prayerful songs. This is a wonderful collection of traditional Sunday school songs
that have been sung for decades.
Book & CD (74-0843113006)......................... $10.99
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Book & CD (74-0843121009)......................... $10.99

Ducks and rabbits, cows and goats, frogs and mosquitoes, bears and raccoons, giraffes
and monkeys—are just a few of the animals worthy of rousing songs in this collection
of fun animal songs. The children’s choir delights in sharing 70 songs and entertaining
poems. Real animal sound effects add to the fun!
Book & CD (74-0843120349)......................... $10.99

Singing is a great way to engage your child
while learning at the same time! Wee Sing is an
educational series designed to teach children
in a simple, fun-to-learn format.

Singing
Wee Sing Dinosaurs

Wee Sing for Baby

Learn tons about dinosaurs including when
they lived, where they lived, who named them,
their sizes and sounds. Have fun listening to the
children’s choir singing factual songs about all
kinds of dinosaurs and even adding some silly
songs along the way. All original songs, they are
upbeat, singable, informational, and have some
great sound effects. Dinosaur fans love this!

This charming collection of songs and activities
is an absolute must for new parents and grandparents. There are suggestions for interactive
play between adult and baby which encourages
bonding and stimulation as well as growth and development. The engaging voices of the children’s
choir captivate babies and adults alike. Included
are clapping and knee-bouncing songs, fingerplays, action songs, tunes for dancing, and even
songs for taking a bath. The book and audio end
with soothing and truly lovely lullabies.

Book & CD (74-0843120974)...................... $10.99

Book & CD (74-0843113389)...................... $10.99

Wee Sing Mother Goose

Wee Sing Games, Games, Games

Wee Sing Mother Goose is the newest addition
to the perennially popular Wee Sing line. With
nursery rhyme favorites set to great tunes, this
book and CD set will have kids everywhere
dancing and singing along!

From “Musical Chairs” to “Hide and Seek,”
there are 68 musical as well as non-musical
games included in this amazing collection.
Singing and circle games, team and tag games,
follow the leader and playground games,
rhythmic and quiet games—they’re all truly
fun and kids love them. This is a collection to keep
on hand for family games, kids’ parties,
or just riding in the car.

Book & CD (74-0843104856)...................... $10.99

Book & CD (74-0843120356)...................... $10.99
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Games & Accessories
Fun with Boomwhackers®

Boom Boom! Boomwhackers® on Broadway

By Chris Judah-Lauder

Arr. Gayle Giese

Finally, a great book to use with the
Boomwhackers® musical, colorful tubes!
Boomwhackers® are colorful tubes perfectly
tuned to different musical notes that are clearly
marked on their labels. They are fun, educational,
economical, and kids love them! Most of the songs
in this book can be performed with the C Major
(Diatonic) sets of tubes. Fun with Boomwhackers®
includes 20 fun songs and activities to use with
the colorful tubes with lessons that appear in
order of difficulty for grades K through eight. For
more information on Boomwhackers®, a product of
Whacky Music, Inc., visit www.boomwhackers.com.

These ten top Broadway tunes will satisfy every
student’s Boomwhacker® urge! The package
includes teaching suggestions, reproducible visuals,
and a cool play-along CD with full performance and
accompaniment tracks. The written arrangements
include melody and accompaniment parts, with
many teaching options for various skill levels.
Recommended for grades four through eight. Titles:
I Don’t Need Anything But You (Annie) • Big Spender
(Sweet Charity) • Aquarius (Hair) • Kids! (Bye, Bye
Birdie) • Day by Day (Godspell) • If I Were a Rich Man
(Fiddler on the Roof) • Let the Sunshine In (Hair) •
Applause (Applause) • Hernando’s Hideaway (The
Pajama Game) • One Boy (Girl) (Bye, Bye Birdie).

Book (00-0528B)...............................................$19.99

Book & CD (00-BMR07021CD).......................$29.99

Instrument Zoo!
A Wild and Wacky Way to Learn about the
Instruments! A Reproducible Coloring Book with
Sound Samples

GORILL
A ON TH
E GUITA
R

By Sally K. Albrecht, Charles Grace, and Mitch Wyatt
Let’s see, a Lion on the Violin? A Tiger on the
Trombone? A Hippo on the Harp? A Moose on the
Marimba? What a fabulous, fun, and educational way
to learn about the instruments! This book includes a
cute animal coloring page and an information sheet
about each of the 29 featured instruments. Adorable,
and a joy for all of your young music enthusiasts! The
enhanced CD contains reproducible PDF files of each of
the 29 drawings and information sheets, plus 60 audio
sound samples demonstrating the way each instrument
sounds. Recommended for grades K through four.
Book & CD (00-35860).................................$24.99
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Games & Accessories
Get a FREE
sample page!

Alfred’s Key Signature Teacher:
All-In-One Flashcard
Experience dynamite results
learning key signatures with
Alfred’s Key Signature Teacher.
This excellent teaching aid
provides an interactive way to
learn the order of sharps and
flats, all major and relative minor
key signatures, and much more!
White (99-MKST01)..................$7.99

Johann

Alfred’s Music Scale Teacher:
All-In-One Flashcard

The Music Scale Teacher teaches
major, natural minor, harmonic minor,
and melodic scales, keyboard scale
fingering, and basics of transposition.
You can practice various scales by
moving the Tonic Square to each
starting note. Turn the Fingering
Dial to the selected key for right and
left hand fingerings. Using correct
fingerings, begin with the Tonic and
play each note that aligns with the
scales squares.
White (99-MST001)..................$7.99

Sebasti

an Bach

3

Color Me Mozart!
Biographies, Recordings, and Coloring Pages
for 25 Great Composers
By Anna Wentlent, Charles Grace, and Mitch Wyatt
What a fabulous and fun way to learn about the great
composers! This book includes a coloring page and
information sheet for 25 masters. From Bach surrounded
by his children and Tchaikovsky conducting the ballet, to
a blindfolded Mozart at the keyboard and even Gershwin
strolling the streets of New York, these illustrations
are both educational and enjoyable. Biographies,
fun facts, and famous works are included for each,
and the enhanced CD contains PDF files of the entire
book, plus masterwork recordings for each composer.
Recommended for grades K and up.
Reproducible Book & Enhanced CD
(00-44554)......................................................$29.99

Alfred’s Music Playing Cards:
Classical Composers

Alfred’s Music Playing Cards: Instruments

By Karen Farnum Surmani and Andrew Surmani

A fun and innovative way to learn about musical
instruments! These are real playing cards divided into four
suits, each representing a different family of instruments:
brass, woodwind, string, and percussion. Each card shows
an instrument’s image and includes facts about its origin,
design, and use. In addition to the 52-card deck, four
jokers provide brief descriptions of the corresponding
instrument families. Deal me in!

These educational playing cards are divided into four suits,
each representing a different compositional era of music:
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, and Romantic. Each suit
contains 13 composer cards with the composer’s likeness
and brief facts about his or her life including nationality,
birth and death dates, and important compositions.
Card Deck (1 Pack) (00-38799)..............................$6.99

By Karen Farnum Surmani and Andrew Surmani

Card Deck (1 Pack) (00-44696)..............................$6.99
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Games & Accessories
Music Fun 101
101 Reproducible Music Games and Puzzles
By Sue Albrecht Johnson
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This incredible publication includes all your favorite games and
puzzles, from Alphagrams, Matching Puzzles, and Crosswords
to Name That Tune, Musical Sudoku, Word Searches, Mazes, and
more! Clever, educational, and fantastic fun for everyone! Use
as a supplement to a topic or unit, an extra credit exercise, or a
homework assignment. Includes answer keys. The comb binding
creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance.
Recommended for grades three and up.
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Composer Gallery
24 Caricature Posters of the Masters

Comb Bound Reproducible Book (00-28861)...... $29.99

By Jay Althouse, Charles Grace, and Mitch Wyatt
The whimsical design of this full-color poster set depicts 24 favorite composers as
delightful caricatures on 9” x 12” cardstock. On the backside of each, learn more with
compelling biographies, dates, and historical information. Includes: Bach • Beethoven •
Berlin • Berlioz • Bernstein • Brahms • Chopin • Copland • Debussy • Dvorák • Ellington •
Handel • Haydn • Hildegard • Mendelssohn • Mozart • Morley • Rossini • Saint-Saëns •
Schubert • Sousa • Stravinsky • Tchaikovsky • Verdi.
24-Poster Set (00-42973)........................................................................................ $29.99

Favorites by Lynn

leiner

The perfect mix of music, creativity, and fun for parents and child care providers.
Students will enjoy learning about all types of different landscapes and creatures through
captivating songs and activities. Includes many imaginative lesson ideas for young
children that capture the delightful power and excitement of interactive musical learning.
Singing and playing instruments, crafts, and snacks are integrated, overlapped, and joined
for a joyful, inventive learning experience. Award-winning instructor and early childhood
music innovator Lynn Kleiner shares her imaginative lesson ideas for young children that
capture the wonderful power and excitement of interactive musical learning.

Fun snack ideas included!

Music Symbol Parade
24 Posters Illustrating Musical Terms

These adorable 9” x 12” cardstock posters are more than just a delightful decoration—
they’re also a fabulous teaching tool! Playful illustrations depict music signs and
symbols, while concise definitions clearly explain each term. A tiny mouse represents
pianissimo, a lion roars for fortissimo, a snail is largo, and a hammer shows marcato.
Dynamics, articulations, tempo headings, clefs, accidentals, and more are also included.
24-Poster Set (00-45558)........................................................................................ $29.99

Jungle Beat

Farm Songs and the Sounds of Moo-sic!

S.O.S. Songs of the Sea

My Trip to the Mountains

Book & CD (00-23836).............. $29.99
Book & CD (00-29996).............. $29.99
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Book & CD (00-33428).............. $29.99
Book & CD (00-40840).............. $34.99

